elements to be followed in the experiment, and two of these eight will be the parent lines, B and S. Denoting chromosomes originating from the Oregon stock by B and those from the Samarkand stock by S, these stocks can be written as BBB and SSS respectively, the first letter indicating the X chromosome and the others the second and third chromosomes in turn. The six stocks required to complete the tally are thus BBS, BSB, BSS, SBB, SBS and SSB. These were made up by standard procedures from the parent stocks, using the M5, Cy L4 and Me Sb chromosomes as aids. Despite the inversions they contain, the marked chromosomes, especially Me Sb, undergo some effective recombination with wild-type chromosomes, but the amount is sufficiently small for there to be little risk of the wild-type chromosomes as they appear in the final stocks, differing at all materially from those of the B and S lines with which the operation began.
A set of diallel crosses was then made up from the eight lines, males from each being crossed onto females from each to give 64 families in all. Of these 64, the 8 in which males and females were used from the same stock will of course produce the 8 true-breeding lines. In addition, however, all the possible combinations of heterozygotes for one or more chromosomes will be included among the remaining 56 families. The females include 27 genotypes in all and these occur among the 64 families in the classical tn-factorial F2
proportions, i.e. the 8 homozygotes in i family each, the twelve single heterozygotes in 2 families each, the 6 double heterozygotes in 4 families each and the triple heterozygote in 8 families (see table i). Since, however, one of the units is the X chromosome the males include only i8 genotypes falling into 2 groups of 9. One group carries the X from stock B and the other the X from stock 5, the nine members of each group being the 9 possible combinations in respect of chromosomes II and IlL The genotypes homozygous in chromosomes II and II! as well as hemizygous in X are each represented by 2 families, the 8 heterozygous in respect of one autosome by 4 families each and the two doubly heterozygous genotypes by 8 families each (see table i ).
The sternopleural chaet were counted on io flies of each sex from each of the 64 families. All matings were between flies from true-breeding lines so that flies of like sex are of the same genotype within each family. Thus, apart from the sex difference, variation within families is non-genetic and estimation of the genetic parameters and their standard errors has been based therefore on the mean number of chaet of the io flies of each sex from each family. The mean numbers of chaet averaged over families of the same genotype are shown in table i for the 27 genotypes among females and the i8 genotypes among males. These overall genotype means provide the material for estimating the genetic parameters. The variation among the means of like genotype, not shown in the table, provide the estimates of error variation. The table also shows the number of families which have contributed to each genotype mean. These are in fact double the numbers given above for the various genotypes because the experiment was duplicated. Since, however, no significant difference of any kind was found between the two blocks, their results have been pooled in the analysis as described here.
Taking females first, there are i28 family means distributed among 27 genotypes. The analysis will include therefore 127 degrees of freedom (d.f.) of which 26 are for differences between genotypes. The remaining 101 d.f. consist of 26 for variation of the 26 genetic differences between blocks, 74 for differences among families within genotypes within blocks and i for the overall block difference. Since this last difference was found not to be significant it has been included with the 74. The sum of squares for this single d.f. is found in the obvious way as the square of the difference between the block totals (block total being the sum of the 64 family means included in that replicate of the experiment) divided by 128. has contributed to it. These quantities are then summed and the correction term for the whole experiment subtracted. The same operation can be carried out using the 27 genotype means for each block separately, the multipliers being reduced to half (i.e. varying from r to 8) and the correction term being that calculated from the block total. Two sums of squares are thus obtained from the two blocks, each for 26 d.f., which depend on the differences between genotypes within that block. Adding these gives a sum of squares for 52 d.f. which includes that for the 26 d.f. representing the differences between genotypes pooled over blocks and also a further item for 26 d.f. representing the variation of the genetic differences between blocks. This latter item can thus be found as the difference between the S.S. for the 52 d.f. and that for the 26 d.f. representing overall genetic differences whose calculation was outlined above. The analysis of variance obtained in this way is set out in table 2. The analysis of variance for the males is obtained in an exactly corresponding way, the difference being that with only x8 genotypes, there will be but 17 d.f. for genetic differences, 17 d.f. for variation of these differences between blocks, 92 (= 46X2) for differences between families of like genotype within blocks and i for the overall block differences. The analysis is set out in table 2 alongside that for females.
The analyses of variance require little comment. In neither sex is the item for heterogeneity of genotypes (that is variation of genotypic differences over blocks) significant when tested against the mean square for differences among families of like genotype within blocks, and in both sexes the mean square for the overall difference between blocks is less than this same error variance. The three items were therefore pooled to give an error variance for 26+1+74 101 d.f. in the case of females and for 17 +1+92 = 110 df. in the case of males. Whether tested against this pooled error variance or against the mean square for differences within genotypes within blocks, the items for differences between genotypes is highly significant in both sexes as would indeed be expected.
The 26 d.f. for differences among the 27 female genotypes can be partitioned into 26 items each for i d.f. and each related to a specific genetic parameter. Using the notation of Hayman and Mather (1955) , the 26 parameters comprise 3 d's, depending on additive effects, one for each chromosome; 3 h's, depending on dominance, one for each chromosome; 3 i's, depending on first order interactions of the additive effects (i.e. d x d interactions); 6j's depending on first order interactions of additive and dominance effects (i.e. dxh interactions); 3 i's, depending on first order interactions of dominance effects (i.e. h xh interactions); i dxdxd second order interaction of additive effects; 3 dxdxh second order mixed interactions; 3 dxh xh second order mixed interactions; and i /z x/z xh second order interaction of dominance effects. Following Hayman and Mather's definition of the first order interactions and extending them to those of the second order, these 26 parameters may be estimated from orthogonal comparisons among the 27 genotypes. When so estimated they will provide a complete description of the genetic differences and will also contribute, independently of one another, to the variation in chaete number in the F2 between the two original inbred lines.
The 17 genetic comparisons among the i8 male genotypes can similarly be used to estimate the 17 genetic parameters analogous to the 26 of the females, but omitting h for the X chromosome and also all the interactions which include this h, since in males the X is always hemizygous so that no properties of dominance can be ascribed to it. The genetic parameters of both sexes are listed in table 3.
Estimates of the parameters can be obtained from the data of table i though it should be noted that they are derived not directly from the genotype means as shown in that table but from the genotypic totals, i.e. from the products of the mean and the number of families from which the mean is derived. Thus the BB BB BB female genotype has a mean of 2285 based on 2 families so that its total is 45•7o, the triple heterozygote has a mean of 2o46875 based on i6 families so that its total is 3275o. The d1 and h1 for the X chromosomes are then found from the totals obtained by separately summing BB, BS and SS for the X over all genotypes in respect of the two autosomes. These three values are obtained by summing along the three rows of table i [e.g. that for BB being (2285 X 2) +(21 75 X4) + (i8.6o x 2)]. Then d1 is given as the difference between the two homozygote sums, divided by the total number of families involved i.e. 32 for each homozygote making 64 in all. We thus find d1 as 
The primary estimate is of h1, not of h1 itself, since the orthogonal comparisons being used provide estimates of the parameters as they contribute to deviations from the mean. Half the observations on the females in the experiment are of flies heterozygous (BS) for the X chromosome so that the overall mean is h1 in respect of the effect of the sex chromosome. Thus the deviation of these BS flies from the mean is h1-h1 = h1 which is the quantity estimated. The other d's and h's are found similarly.
The first order interaction parameters between, for example, chromosomes X and II are found from the genotype totals for the nine genotypes in respect of chromosomes X and II, the summation being carried out for each of the nine over the three corresponding genotypes in respect of chromosome III. The totals thus obtained for the 9 genotypes in respect of chromosomes X and II are given in table 4. The marginal sums of this table provide, of course, the data for evaluating d1, h1, d2 and h2 by the procedure already elaborated.
Referring to Hayman and Mather's table i it is clear that i, the interaction of d1 and d2, will be found as
the divisor being 32 because only those families homozygous in respect of both chromosomes enter into the calculation. 
6534 (32) 12776 (64) 6190 (32) 25500 (128) the divisor being i6 as only i6 of the 128 families contribute to the estimate. The functions for estimating the remaining seven parameters are easily found by applying the principles of orthogonal functions as described by, for example, Fisher (i) or Mather (i943).
The estimates thus obtained for the 26 genetical parameters of the females and similarly for the i 7 parameters of the males are set out in table 3. The significance of their contributions to the differences among the 27 female and i8 male genotypes is readily tested by calculating the contribution each parameter makes to the sum of squares for differences among the genotypes. To take d1 in females as an example, we note that it was estimated as
so that its contribution to the sum of squares is The remaining sums of squares given in table 3 are found in the same wy. Each of the sums of squares corresponds to t d.f. and it will be observed that the 26 from females add up to give the sum of squares already found by a different method for the 26 degrees of freedom between genotypes in table 2. The total of the i 7 items for the males agrees similarly with the corresponding total sum of squares for 17 d.f. in the analysis of variance for males in table 2.
Each of the contributions made by the individual parameters to the sum of squares can thus be tested by comparison with the error variance, for females or males as the case may be, already found in table 2. The error variances are based on large numbers of degrees of freedom. If the sums of squares in columns 2 and 4 of table 3 are divided by the appropriate error variance, the ratio may be regarded as a x2 for i d.f. and the corresponding probability obtained from the table of2, so providing the test of significance for the contribution of that parameter to the differences among genotypes. The assessments of significance made in this way are shown in the table.
Before proceeding to an examination of this table it should also be observed that, even apart from any general effect of the sex difference, the parameters as estimated from the two sexes are not necessarily alike. Thus, if we refer to Hayman and Mather's table describing the relations of the nine genotypes produced by two segregating genes in terms of the eight genetical parameters, j for example can be isolated and estimated independently of the other seven and in particular independently of db. Since our female data correspond to an F2, we can and do estimate j21 and j31 which correspond to ba. But if A-a represents a sex-linked gene, Aa genotypes are impossible in males. It will thus be seen from the AA and aa column of Hayman and Mather's table that db and become inseparable and that the comparison of BB with bb homozygotes, summed over the two classes in respect of A-a, must yield an estimate of This in fact is the estimate appearing as d2 in males, when expressed in terms of the female parameters. Similarly the d3 of males is (d3-j31) of females and h2 and h3 of males are (h--112) and (h3-113) of females. Higher order interactions will also be involved in a similar way. Since, however, the J, I and corresponding second order interactions are in general small and insignificant, this theoretical complication need not worry us in the prac-tical comparisons of the main effects as we have measured them from the different sexes.
The results of the analysis are clear. The d's are highly significant for both autosomes in both sexes and the effect of chromosome III is consistently about twice that of chromosome II. There is no clear indication of a similar effect of chromosome X, but this is a point we will take up again later. No h is significant in either sex, so that there is no reliable evidence of dominance from this analysis.
The correspondence of i13 from both sexes provides clear evidence of first order interaction between the d effects of chromosomes X and III and there is a further indication from the females of a second order interaction between the d effects of all three chromosomes, though this lacks support from the males. The apparent secondorder interaction of h1 d h3 in females should be treated with reserve:
it is significant only at the 5 per cent, level, it is not supported by the males; and out of so many parameters one must expect an occasional case of apparent significance at this level arising solely by sampling variation. The first order interaction, i13, between the d effects of chromosomes X and III, is perhaps a little suspicious at first sight since d1 is not significant in either sex. There is, however, another way of assessing the value of d1, by comparison of the males in the F1s and the females of the F2's of the reciprocal crosses between the original stocks B and S. The mean chaeta numbers are given for both sexes in table 5, where expectations in terms of d1, d2, d3, h1, h2 and h3 are also shown.
The F1 females have the same expectations in the two reciprocal crosses and indeed their average chaeta number differs only by 2O4586-2O'3I38 = o1448. Equally the F2 males have the same expectation in the two reciprocals and they differ only by 19'7o91 -I98228 = -0.1133, the sign indicating that those for the SxB cross have the larger value. But the males of F1 do not have the same expectation in the reciprocals and if we subtract the value for the SxB males from that for BxS males, we find 2d1 = -O'5344 or d1 = -o2672, the sign indicating that the X chromosome for S contributes a higher chaeta number than that of B. This estimate of d1 is biased by j12 which is confounded with it; but the value of j is so small (table 3) , that the bias must be negligible. In the same way the difference between the females in the F2's of the B xS and S xB crosses yield d1 = -o3387, which is unbiased by confounding with any interaction. Both sexes of the BIP generatio'ns yield unbiased estimates, that from males being d1 = -0.3557 and that from females d1 = -O'5956. All four estimates from the F1's, F2's and BIP's are consistent in sign and reasonably consistent in magnitude: they all materially exceed the two values found for differences which must be attributed to error variation. Furthermore the d1 from males in table 3 is also negative and only just falls short of significance at the 5 per cent, level. The female d1 in that table is positive but nowhere near approaches significance. If we take all six estimates of d1 which are now available, their mean is -o2694 and the standard error of this mean calculated from the variation among the six estimates themselves is 00915, giving S = 294 with a probability between oo5 and o02. There can thus be little doubt that chromosome X is exerting a d effect so 
SxB . 
that the significant i13 is not in fact surprising. We may note that this deffect of chromosome Xis only about half that of chromosome II and one-quarter of that of chromosome III. It is of opposite sign to d and d3 showing that the X chromosome from stock S has a greater chaeta producing ability than that of the X chromosome from B, whereas with both autosomes B carries the chromosomes of higher effect.
THE SYNTHETIC COMPONENTS OF VARIATION
The values expected for D = S(d2) and H = S(h2) can be found from the estimates of the parameters in The results for females were not, however, consistent over reciprocals and indeed those for the B xS females showed internal evidence of aberrancy. In addition, therefore, to the estimates from the females pooled over reciprocals, the table also gives those for the S xB reciprocal alone, the results from these females being not only internally consistent, but also consistent with both sets of males. The standard errors attached to the unweighted estimates should be treated with caution since they are based on only one degree of freedom (see Cooke et al.) .
Two features of this table are striking. In the first place, the synthetic values of D are only about 6o per cent. of the analytical values. Secondly, while the synthetic values for H indicate that dominance is very low, if it is present at all, the analytical values suggest the contrary. The evidence of the analytical values should not be given too much weight in respect of H: even if we ignore the insignificant negative values for H obtained from the combined females as due to the aberrancy of the B xS females, the standard errors for the positive values remaining from the S xB females and the pooled males are high and only one entry, from the weighted analysis of S x B females, could be regarded as significant. Nevertheless, the synthetic H values do appear to fall short of the analytical just as with D and possibly to an even greater extent. Several factors might contribute to the creation of these differences. The fourth chromosome has been neglected: the analytical values were obtained assuming autosomal inheritance of all the genes, an assumption which is obviously wrong in respect of any genes on the X chromosome: the synthetic values explicitly exclude interactions, among which i13 is notably significant, whereas the analytical values can hardly be uninfluenced by such an interaction: the values in table 3 have been used for d1, whereas we have seen above that there is reason to believe d1 to be greater than this table would suggest: some difference between the B and S chromosomes may have been lost during the process of building up the eight lines from which the estimates used in the synthetic D were obtained: and finally the chromosomes were treated as units in obtaining the estimates of the genetic parameters used in the synthesis, so that these will fail to reflect any consequence of recombination in releasing variation in the segregating generations whose results provided the material for the biometrical analysis.
Several of these factors can probably be ruled out as making but minor contributions at most to the differences between the analytical and synthetic values of D. In the first place, neglect of the fourth chromosome could hardly be regarded as responsible for a 40 per cent. reduction in the expected variation. Next, despite its significance, i13 would add only 021 to the female D and less than oi to the male D if its square were included in its entirety as a separate item, and if all three i's were so included they would jointly add but 025 to the female D and o14 to the male D. Furthermore, the inclusion of interactions as they stand in table 3 would hardly affect the value of H, since the j and I interactions are small. The underestimation of d1 would also have but a minor effect: using the average value of 029 obtained from the F1, F2 and BIP means in place of the figure from table 3, would raise the female D to only i 8r and the male D to only x 66, and should there be any similar underestimation of h there is no reason to believe that it would account for any greater fraction of the difference in H. Also, in the case of the inversions used, any loss of difference between the B and S chromosomes in the stock building programme is hardly likely to be so great as to account for the differences observed in either D or H. The two factors to consider further, therefore, are the assumptions of autosomal inheritance and the possible effects of recombination.
While it is difficult to assess the effects of sex-linkage on the values obtained for D and H yielded by an analysis which assumes all inheritance to be autosomal, the matter can be approached in a different way by synthesising from the estimates of the genetic parameters in The males have the same V1F2 expectation no matter from which reciprocal cross they come, but the female formul differ in some terms according to the direction of the cross. This is the reason for the + and + signs in certain of the terms, the upper of the two gives the sign appropriate to the S x B cross and the lower to B x 5, since the X chromosome for S has the higher chaeta producing activity. It should be noted that, as observed in the previous section, the d2 and d3 of males correspond to (d2-j21) and (d3-j31) of females and the h2 and h3 of males to (h2-l12) and (h3-113) of females. 
The remaining formul shown in table 7 neglect not only the second order interactions but also the h, j and I parameters. These were all found to have only small values, so that their omission should have but little effect on the arithmetic comparison, while their inclusion in the formul would have added formidably to the algebra. In all cases there is a difference according to the direction of the initial cross as indicated by the inclusion of + in appropriate terms just as with the V1F2 of females. The formulations are completed by the addition of the appropriate component of environmental variation, E1 in the cases of V1F2 and V23, Eg in V13, and no addition at all in
The expected or synthetic values have been obtained by substituting in these formu1 the estimates of the genetical parameters for the appropriate sex from table 3. The E1 and E2 values were those used by Cooke et al. They were obtained from the parental and F1 generations, the sexes being taken separately since males are rather more variable than females. The synthetic values so obtained for the statistics are compared with those observed by Cooke et al.
in table 8. As we have had reason to observe earlier, the statistics for the B >< S females are somewhat aberrant, the values of V1F2 and V3 being very low and that for W123 very high as compared both with one another and with the corresponding statistics from the other parts of the experiment. This appears in table 8 as a great excess of the value observed over that expected for W13 in the females and a much smaller excess (though still an excess) of the observed V1F2 and V23 over expectation as compared with the S xB females and both sets of males. Leaving aside the B >< S females the remaining results are striking in the story they tell. The values expected always fall short of those observed and they do so by a proportional amount excess of observation over expectation and V23, which has proportionally the greatest non-heritable component, shows the lowest excess over expectation. The excess of observed over expected variation is thus clearly related to the genetic components and not to the non-heritable.
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The genetical components can be found for both expected and observed values of each statistic by subtracting the appropriate E from the figures given in table 8. When this is done the genetical values expected can be expressed as percentages of the observed. These are not completely consistent over either statistics or sets of data: the proportion is lowest in V1F2 and highest in W123, and it is lower from B x S males than either sex of S x B. If, however, we average the proportions over all statistics for the three sets of data we obtain a proportion of o 59 for the expected of the observed and this compares extremely closely with the average ratio the expected synthetic D's bear to the D's obtained by biometrical analysis, viz. o67 if we use the estimate for the weighted analysis and o6o if we use the unweighted figures (table 6). It is clear therefore that the shortfall of the synthetic components relative to those obtained by biometrical analysis is not due to the failure of the analysis to take sex-linkage into account. This shortfall is as clear and as large in the statistics as in the analytical D: its cause must be sought elsewhere and we will now examine the remaining possibility, that it springs from the effects of recombination releasing variability hidden in balanced combinations within the chromosomes of the original stocks B and S. Before we do so, however, it is worth noting that the consistency of the results from the statistics and the components encourages the belief that the failure to take sex-linkage into account has not jeopardised the results of a biometrical analysis, at least when the sex-linked elements are not of large effect.
THE EFFECTS OF RECOMBINATION
Tests of the consequences for the value of D of recombination in releasing variability have been carried out for chromosomes X and III. The method used was similar for the two chromosomes and will be illustrated by reference to the X chromosome. A cross was made between the lines BBB and SBB, and the M5 chromosome was used to extract 2o X chromosomes from the progeny of the heterozygous females. Each of these chromosomes was then incorporated into a true breeding line whose constitution may be designated as RBB, where R stands for a chromosome extracted from a heterozygous female and hence prospectively recombinant. Similarly o chromosomes were extracted from the cross BSS and SSS, to give o lines of type RSS. This group differs essentially from the other in that it has a background of S as opposed to B chromosomes. Cultures were raised of each of these lines and the mean chaeta numbers determined from counts of io males and 10 females. The variances of these means among the o RBB lines and again among the o RSS lines give measures of the genetical variation among a sample of X chromosomes displaying the effects of recombination. They can be compared with the variances of means within groups consisting of BBB and SBB lines and BSS and SSS lines respectively. It was intended to raise five cultures of each of these four lines, but while five were successful in BBB and BSS, only four each were obtained in SBB and SSS.
The results of these tests are set out in table a and b. It will be seen from the former table that the overall mean chaeta number of the recombinant group closely matches the average of the B and S parents on the B background but is slightly higher than the parental average on the S background. The parental difference is of course small in both cases. Turning to table 9b, it will be seen that on both backgrounds both sexes show a higher variance between means of the 20 lines in the recombination group than between the means of the 9 cultures in the parental group, the Variance being greater in the recombinant group on the B background than on the S but barely significantly so. In three of the four cases distinguished by sex and background, the excess of the recombinant variance is significant when tested against its own corresponding parental variance. The significance of the excess is even more striking if we pooi the io males and io females to find a joint mean for each culture, recombinant and parental. The parental variances for the sex means themselves vary somewhat but they are not significantly heterogeneous. The four have therefore been pooled to give a pooled parental variance of oI728 for 36 d.f., of which g are contributed by each sex on each background. Equally the parental variances for the joint means can be pooled over the two backgrounds to give a common error of oo656 for i6 d.f. Applying these pooled errors, the one to the variance of sex means and the other to the variances of the joint means of the recombinant groups, brings out even more strongly the significance of the latter's increased variance: all comparisons are significant and five of the six at the oooi level.
One last test was made. The variances among parental means found in this experiment were lower than the variances among means of cultures of like genotype recorded earlier (table 2). The reason for this has not been established precisely, though several could be suggested. As a final test, therefore, the variances of the recombinant groups were compared with the higher values obtained earlier, viz. 0.4953 for males and o 4 173 for females. Since the variances are based on as many as 74 d.f., they can be divided into the corresponding sum of squares for the recombinant groups to give x2s which show highly significant variation of both sexes on the B background. Of the two sexes, however, only the males show significance on the S background and that at no more than the per cent, level. There is thus clear evidence of the effect of recombination in releasing variation in the X chromosome.
The third chromosomes depart from the X's in that the B and S lines differ very much in their chaeta producing powers in these chromosomes, whereas the X chromosomes for B and S were almost alike. The X's therefore provide a different and more sensitive test of the effects of recombination than do the chromosomes III. Indeed with a large initial difference between the B and S chromosomes III it would be possible for recombination in fact to reduce the overall variation by resolving coupling linkages.
The recombination experiment with chromosome III followed the same pattern as that with the X, the Me Sb chromosome being used in extracting and fixing the prospectively recombinant chromosomes from the B/S heterozygote. Again 20 lines were used in each of the recombinant groups, the one on the B background and the other on the S. The parental group on each background included lines with B and with S chromosome III. The results were treated in the same way as those for the X and are similarly set out in table i oa and b.
From table ioa it will be seen that the overall means of the recombinant groups approximate well to the overall mean of the parental groups on the S as well as on the B background. Turning to the variances of the means in table iob, it is surprising to find these so low from the recombinant group on the B background. Those on the S background are much higher, but even so, they are less than the corresponding variances from the parent group. These latter are, of course, very much higher than in the corresponding X chromosome parental groups (table 9b) as must indeed be the case since they reflect the initial difference between the B and S chromosomes III. The indications are therefore that recombination is, if anything, reducing variation in respect of chromosome III, not releasing it as in the X.
The effects of the two chromosomes on the D component will therefore be opposed, but the variance in the X would seem to be large enough to balance the decrease in the chromosome III, at least if we take the reduction observed on the S background as a fair measure. However this may be, it is clear that recombination is having its effects and that we cannot expect the D obtained by analysis, which P2 will reflect these effects, exactly to match the D synthesised from the consideration of whole chromosomes, which will not reflect the consequences of recombination. Fuller tests of the consequences of recombination, including consideration of chromosome II would be necessary to take further the exploration of the difference between the D values obtained analytically and synthetically, and to examine the effects on H.
THE NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE FACTORS
The number of effective factors, that is of effective units of segregation, may be estimated from biometrical data in a variety of ways (Mather, One of these is to divide the square of half the The difficulty introduced by the failure of isodirectional distribution of the genes between the two parents is removed if the number of effective factors is estimated by one of a number of alternative approaches that depend on relations between the square of the mean variance and the variance of the variances in F3 and second backcross families, for these depend on d2 so that the sign of d ceases to influence the estimate. The estimate arrived at in this way, however, is overlow by an amount depending on V where, in the case of F3 females (da2+/ia2) = (t72+h2)(I+I3a), (db2+k2) = (t72+h2)(,+/3) etc. so that V/3 must be greater than V and the underestimation correspondingly greater (Mather, 1949) .
In our present data, we do not have F3 families but BIP's so that the method applicable to the estimation of k for F3's cannot be used. An alternative, and in principle similar, method has been suggested by our colleague Mr R. Morley Jones.
As will be seen from table ,, the contribution of any gene to the variance of the variances of the BIP families (V) can easily be shown to be J-(8d4+4od2h2+3h4), so that summing over k genes of like -dh+*h2
+h' on variation among the d2s and h2s rather than among the d's as does V.
Turning now to the estimation of the number of effective factors from the present data and taking K1 first we note that the difference in chaeta number between the parental lines was 42690 for females and 44103 for males (table 2 of Cooke et al., 1962) . The weighted and unweighted estimates for D from the two sexes are given in table 6. Using the unweighted estimates and omitting the BS females for reasons already given above we then find 
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The evaluation of K requires a little more explanation in respect of HVVs. V-the variance of BIP variances is easily found from the experimental data and in, for example, the case of SB females it turns out to be 378o4. This is, however, inflated by the sampling variance of the mean variance of the BIP families, V3, which for SB females is 3I3I5. This can be corrected by the subtraction of -_----VJ where n is the number of flies from which the variance of any BIP family is calculated, in this case lo. The corrected value for SB females thus becomes V = 378o4-3.13152 = 37804 9 -21792 = i6oI2. But even this value is too high for our purpose as we need HV\ the genetic portion of V. We can estimate the contribution which non-heritable agencies make to from the variance of the variances of parents and F1's, which must of course spring from non-heritable effects. Now the parents and F1's do not all show the same variances, so that E1, the non-heritable component of variation in the segregating families, has been taken as the average of the variances of the two parents and the two reciprocal F1's. In the case of SB females this was 23354 when averaged over all the parental and F1 families raised. As Cooke et al. (1962) have recorded, however, single cultures of the two parents and two F1's were raised simultaneously whenever BIP families were being produced. We have therefore a series of observations from which the variance of this compound non-heritable variance can be found and it turns out to be i I 10, for which an item, representing the sampling variance of the mean variance E1, must be subtracted in parallel to the correction applied above to Since these variances were each based on io flies we find for the non-genetic component of V-= i8iio---2.33542 = I8IIo-I2I2'o = O599O.
9
Subtracting this from V we thus have for SB females JJVVS = I6oI2-o599o = 10022. Now reference to tables 7 and 9 of Cooke et al. (1962) and K = 360-20 = 1-40 from the weighted estimates.
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Similar calculations can be carried out for the males and we find for SB males K 2I7 using unweighted and K = 1-70 using weighted estimates and for BS males K = i6g using unweighted and K = 0-34 using weighted estimates. This last very low figure stems from the very low weighted estimate of H(o-0944) from the BS males and it serves to emphasise that the lack of precision with which H, especially, is estimated from the data that are yielded by an experiment such as the present one must be reflected in the lack of precision of any quantity like K which depends on these estimates. The SB and BS males were separated in the estimation of K in order to bring out this point. There are three major chromosomes in Drosophila melanogaster and all differing between the B and S stocks in their determination of sternopleural chaet albeit the effect of the difference attaching to the X chromosome is small. We should therefore expect k1 the number of factors to be at least 3, or, if we regard the contribution of the X chromosome to the variation as negligible, at least 2. Equally, however, we know the effects of the chromosomes to differ in magnitude so that we expect both K1 and K3 to be underestimates. By how much should we expect them to underestimate K? Considering K1 first, the direction of the X chromosome has been shown to be opposite to those of chromosomes II and III, in that the X chromosome for S is + relative to that from B, whose chromosomes II and III are + relative to those from S. K will therefore be an underestimate because the genes are not distributed isodirectionally between the parents. The degree of underestimation is, however, hard to assess. If d1 is taken as having the average of the male and female values of table 3, it will be only -0030 whereas d2 and d3 are 1.741, and the underestimation will be very small. If, however, we take for d1 the value of -0269, as reached when the other data are included, the estimate of K1 could be nearly halved from this cause. In finding the value expected for K1 we have, however, assumed underestimation from this source to be negligible. To find the extent of the underestimation springing from inequality of the effects of the factors we have assumed that each chromosome is acting as a unit, and that their relative effects are fairly represented Expected values in column A were calculated taking d1 = 0.030.
Expected values in column B were calculated taking d1 = 0269.
observed for K1 using the unweighted and weighted estimates of D, the column headed " Pooled" showing the average of the weighted and unweighted figures. Turning to K, there is of course no underestimation arising from failure of isodirectional distribution of genes between the parents:
we have only to consider the inequalities of effect among the factors. Here we encounter all the complications considered above in relation to K, and in addition inequality of the h values also now comes in since H is explicitly involved in calculating K to whose value its contribution is by no means negligible, whereas it was not concerned in K1. Besides emphasising the possibility of recombination, the low values for the h's in table 3 provide no good ground for assessing the relative contributions of the chromosomes to the dominance variation. The number of effective factors was estimated both from the parental differences (as K1) and from the variances of the BIP progenies (as K)
in Cooke et al. (1962) experiment. These estimates were compared with expectations based on an assumed actual value of 3 (taking each chromosome as a unit) but with allowance made for underestimation arising from differences in the effects of the factors as exemplified by differences among the d values estimated for the major chromosomes.
Agreement between observation and expectation was good, so encouraging confidence in the methods used for estimating K1 and especially K biometrically.
